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Abstract— In this paper we address the combined application
of word-length allocation and architectural synthesis of digital
signal processing systems for field programmable gate array
devices. These two design tasks are traditionally performed
sequentially, thus lessening the overall design complexity, but
ignoring forward and backward dependencies that may lead to
cost reductions. Mixed integer linear programming is used to
formulate the combined problem and results are compared to the
two-step traditional approach.

length allocation and architectural synthesis. This approach is
compared to the sequential application of optimal algorithms
for word-length allocation and architectural synthesis. Area
savings close to 20% are reported.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II deals with the
main concepts involved in the combined application approach.
The next section covers the MILP formulation of the problem.
In section IV some results are analyzed. And finally, the
conclusions are drawn in section V.

Index Terms— Digital signal processing, word-length
allocation, architectural synthesis, fixed-point arithmetic

II. COMBINED WORD-LENGTH ALLOCATION AND

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Combined approach
The combined application of the word-length allocation and
architectural synthesis tasks has as a starting point a
computation graph G(V,S), a maximum latency λ and a
maximum noise variance at the output ε.
G(V,S) is a formal representation of the algorithm, where V
is a set of graph nodes representing operations and S⊂VxV is a
set of directed edges representing signals that determine the
data flow. We consider V=VG∪VA∪VD∪VF∪VI ∪VO composed
of gains, additions, unit delays, forks (branching nodes) and
input and output nodes. Signals are in two’s complement
fixed-point format defined by the pair (n, p), where n is the
word-length of the signal, excluding the sign bit; and p is the
scaling of the signal, that represents the displacement of the
binary point from the sign bit (see fig. 1).
Operations are to be implemented on resources from set R
and it is the aim of the combined approach to find the wordlengths n, the time step when each operation is executed
(scheduling), the types and number of resources forming R
(resource allocation) and the binding between operations and
resources (resource binding) that comply with both λ and
ε constraints while leading to a minimum area implementation.
The notation adopted in this paper is as follows: f(X)
represents the range of a function f:XY, |X|, the cardinality
of set X, ^ denotes logical AND, ∨, logical OR, and \, set
subtraction. The set of input signals driving node v are
expressed as prec(v) and the output signals driven by v as
succ(v). The upper bound on variable n are represented as n̂ .

T

HIS paper addresses the problem of hardware synthesis of
digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms under both
error and latency constraints. Programmable logic devices are
chosen as the target architecture.
The multiple word-length implementation of DSP algorithms
[1] has lately been an active research field. The traditional
uniform word-length design approach, inherited from a
microprocessor-oriented approach, has been reviewed for the
last few years and algorithms for both word-length allocation
[2-7] and architectural synthesis [2,5,8-10] have been tuned to
the most efficient multiple word-length design. However, little
research has been carried out regarding the combined
application of both design tasks [5].
A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation is
presented aiming two objectives: i) to assess the suitability of
the simultaneous application of these two design tasks; and ii)
to present a reference landmark for the evaluation of future
heuristic algorithms.
The main contribution of this paper is the presentation of an
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Fig. 1. Fixed-point format model: n is the signal word-length and
p indicates the position of the fractionary point.
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Fig. 2. Fork model: a) 2-way fork: b) cascade model

B. Scaling
The scaling of signals can be computed before the
optimization process starts. We choose an analytical approach
based on the computation of the l1-norm for each signal. Given
the input peak value |x| the scaling of a signal s is determined
by (1), where L1 (⋅) is the l1-norm and H s ( z ) is the transfer
function from the input to signal s.

(

)

ps = log 2 x ⋅ L1 { H s ( z )}  + 1



(1)

C. Noise model
We adopt the quantization error model presented in [11].
The effect of the quantization error introduced by the
quantization of a signal s from n sq bits to ns bits (ns≤ n sq ) can
be modeled by the injection of a uniformly distributed white
noise with a variance equal to (2). The variance of the noise
contribution at the output due to this quantization is
L22 (H s ( z )) ⋅ σ s2 , where L2 (⋅) is the l2-norm and Hs(Z) is the
transfer function from signal s to the output.

(

σ s2 = 2 −2 p 2 −2 n − 2 −2 n
s

s

q
s

) 12
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As stated in [6], the error introduced by the outputs of forks
requires a special treatment. A cascade model is used to take
into account the correlation between outputs and the input of
the fork (see fig. 2). The output signals of a w-way fork are
arranged following a descendant order of word-lengths
expressed by the w-tuple σ, where nσ(r)≥nσ(r+1). The error
that a fork introduces can be expressed as in (3).
w−1

∧ nσ (r ) ≥ nσ (r +1) ⇒

r =1
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D. Architectural synthesis
The data-flow of a single iteration of the algorithm is
expressed by means of the sequencing graph P(V,D) extracted
from G. V is the set of operations and D⊂V×V are the edges

specifying the precedence relations among operations. This
graph is used to decide about scheduling.
In our approach we assume 1-cycle latency operations. Each
operation v∈V can be executed during the time interval
defined by T(v) (4) where Z+ denotes the set of non-negative
integers. ASAP(v) is the execution time of operation v for the
as soon as possible scheduling and ALAP(v,λ) is the execution
time of operation v for the as late as possible scheduling for a
total time steps of λ. The set of all possible execution times is
given by (5).

T(v) = {t | t ∈Z+ : t ≥ ASAP(v) ∧t ≤ ALAP(v, λ)}
T = {t | ∃v ∈ D : t ∈T(v)} = {1...λ}

(4)
(5)

The set of resources R=RM∪RA∪RR is divided into
multipliers, adders and registers which implement gains,
additions and delays. Multiplexing logic and memory to store
intermediate values are not considered among resources.
We express the compatibility between an operation or set of
operations and resources with function R(V): VR.
Targeting programmable logic devices, we only regard
multipliers as shareable resources, since the multiplexing logic
necessary is often negligible compared to the area of these
resources, a situation that does not apply to adders or registers.
Thus, there are dedicated resources to implement each addition
and delay so RA(VA) and RR(VD) are one-to-one functions, and
|RA|=|VA| and |RR|=|VD|.
Multipliers have one input devoted to coefficients and its
word-length is equal to a system-wide constant, cw. The other
input is assigned to the input signal of gains and must have a
word-length greater than or equal to the maximum word-length
of the input signals of gains bound to the resource.
Since we aim an optimal solution of the problem it is
possible to estimate the exact number of multipliers required.
The tight lower bound on resources presented in [12] can be
used to obtain this estimation. This bound is computed as
follows: i) enumerate all possible time intervals Ti⊆T; ii) for
each Ti generate the set VG,i’⊆VG composed of all gains whose
execution intervals are included within Ti; iii) calculate a lower
bound for each Ti using formula |VG,i|/|Ti|; and iv) set the
lower bound as the maximum of all bounds computed.
Initially, all gains can be implemented on all multipliers,
therefore RM(VG)= RM.
E. Area models
The cost of adder r∈RA bound to addition v∈VA with inputs
i and j and output o is given by (6) and it is taken from [6]. A

ni
i:

A. Objective function
The objective function is the sum of the area of all
resources (adders, registers and multipliers) and it is given by
(11). The cost of adders Ar is to be linearized in the constraints
section according to (6).
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Fig. 3. Example of configuration of adder signals.

ripple-carry adder is supposed and the two possible cases in
(6) correspond to a sum-and-carry full adder and to a carryonly full adder. Signals i and j must comply with the
following: signal j is shifted sv bits from the least significant
bit of i and scaling pi of signal i should be bigger than or equal
to the value of pj (see fig. 3 for an example). In (6), mv is the
number of non-required bits at the output due to scaling (7).
Note that the max operation in (8) can be expressed as a
disjunction. Constants k1 and k2 are technology dependent.
∀r ∈RA , ∀v ∈VA : RA (v) = r,

k1(no + 1) + k2 (βv − mv − no + 1) ,

cost (r) = 
if no + mv ≤ βv + 1
k [β − m + 2], otherwise
v
1 v

mv = max( p i , p j ) + 1 − p o

β v = max(n j − s v , ni )

n + p j − p i , if ni − nj + pj − pi ≥ 0
= j
ni , otherwise


(6)

(7)

Eqn. (10) contains the cost of a multiplier r∈RM bound to a
subset of gains VG’⊆VG with inputs S’=prec(VG’) ⊆S.

cost ( r ) = (max(n(S ')) + 1) ⋅ (cw + 1)

x v ,t , r

 1,
=  0,


(10)

III. MILP FORMULATION
This section relies on some knowledge of integer linear
programming [13]. The variables used in the MILP model are
divided into: binary scheduling and resource binding variable
(x), integer signal word-lengths (n), integer signal wordlengths before quantization (nq), binary auxiliary signal wordlength ( n ), binary auxiliary signal word-lengths before
quantization ( n q ), binary decision variables (δ, ε and η), real
adder costs (A), integer auxiliary variables (β ) and real fork
node error variables (E).
In the following subsections we present the formulation of
the MILP model.

r

if operation v is scheduled at time-step t
on resource r
otherwise

(11)

(12)

Eqn. (13) shows the binding constraint that ensures that an
operation is executed on exactly one resource. The next
constraint (14) states that a resource does not implement more
than one operation at a time. Note that there is no need to
apply (13) and (14) to operations with dedicated resources.
The precedence constraints are given by (15) ensuring that
operations obey the dependencies in the sequencing graph P.

∀v ∈ VG ,

(9)

∑(n +1)(cw+1)

r∈RM

B. Architectural synthesis constraints
Here we introduce the constraints related to scheduling,
resource allocation and resource binding. Eqn. (12) defines the
binary variables xv,t,r that steer the constraints in this
subsection.

(8)

The cost of a register r∈RR bound to delay v∈VD with input
i is given by (9). Again, k3 is a technology dependent constant.

∀r ∈ RR , ∀v ∈VD : RR ( v ) = r , cost ( r ) = k3 ⋅ ni

r∈RR

∀t ∈T,∀r ∈RM ,

∑ ∑x

r∈R ( v ) t∈T ( v )

v ,t , r

∑ ∑x

v,t1,r
v∈V:r∈R(v) t1∈{t}∩T (v)

=1

(13)

≤1

(14)

≤1

(15)

∀(v1, v2 ) ∈ D, ∀t ∈T(v2 ) ∩T(v1)

∑ ∑x

v2 ,t2 ,r
r∈R(v2 ) t2∈T (v2 ):t2 ≤t

+

∑ ∑x

v1 ,t1 ,r
r∈R(v1 ) t1∈T (v1 ):t1 ≥t

And finally, (16) expresses the resource compatibility
constraints, which guarantee that a resource bound to several
operations must be compatible with all of them. Again, only
multipliers are considered: the input devoted to signals must
have a word-length as big as the maximum of the word-lengths
of each gain input bound to it. The summation ∑xv,t,r expresses
the resource binding and it is equal to 1 if operation v is
bound to resource r.



∀r ∈ RM , ∀v ∈VG , nprec (v) − nr ≤ nˆ prec (v) 1 − ∑ xv,t ,r 
 t∈T (v)


(16)

Note that although only multipliers are prone to sharing, the
notation can be easily extended to include more resources that
can be shared (dividers, adders, etc), or to map more than one
type of operation to the same resource (e.g. gains and
multiplications bound to multipliers).

C. Adder cost
The linearization of the adder cost is taken from [6] and
presented in (17) to (24) for completeness. Constraints (17)(20) cast (8) using binary decision variables δa1 and δa2, and
also trivial bounds on the left side of the equations. Similarly,
the disjunction in (7) is cast by (21)-(24), where binary
variables δa3 and δa4 and trivial bounds are introduced.

(

ni1 − n j + p j − p i < δ a1 nˆ i1 + p j − p i

)

(17)

β v − n j + p j − pi < (1 − δ a1 )(− nˆ j + p j − pi )

(18)

n i − n j + p j − p i ≥ δ a 2 (− nˆ j + p j − p i )

(19)

β v − n j ≥ (1 − δ a 2 )(− nˆ j )

(

(20)

)

no − β v + mv − 1 ≥ δ a 3 mv − βˆv
Ar + (k 2 − k1 )no − k 2 β v + k 2 (mv − 1) − k1 ≥
(1 − δ )(k − k )nˆ − k βˆ + k (m − 1) − k
a3

[

2

1

o

2

v

2

v

no − β v + mv − 1 < δ a 4 (nˆo + mv − 2)

(

1

]

(22)
(23)

)

(24)

D. Word-length allocation constraints
Here we present the constraints related to the estimation of
the noise at the output of the system [6]. The error constraint is
given by (25) and it is divided into two summations, the first
dealing with forks signals and the second dealing with the
remaining signals in S.

v∈VF

v

+

∑2

2 ps

(

)

L22 (H s ( Z ) ) 2 −2 ns − 2 −2 ns ≤ 12ε

s∈S \ prec (VF ) \ succ (VF )

q

(25)

Note that non-constant powers of two must be linearized.
Each 2 −2 n term is replaced by (26), where nb are binary
auxiliary variables associated to signal n by (27) and (28). For
simplification’ sake we leave all non-constant powers of two
unchanged in this text.

∑

nˆ

−2b

2 nb

b=1

(26)

nˆ

n − ∑ b ⋅ nb = 0
b =1

nˆ

∑n
b=1

b

(

w −1

∑ε σ( )σ(
r =1

v

r ,

r +1)

)

+ η vσ ≤ w − 1

(31)

(32)

E. Conditioning constraints
This last set of constraints computes the word-lengths
before quantization when considering scaling and word-length
propagation information [6].
The prequantization word-length of the output of an
addition v with inputs i and j and output o is equal to max(nipi+po,nj-pj+po), expression linearized through (33) and (34).

noq ≥ ni − pi + po

(33)

n ≥ n j − p j + po

(34)

q
o

Delays v with input i are conditioned through (35).

noq = ni

(35)

Regarding forks, the outputs do not require conditioning but its
inputs must comply with (36).

∀ s∈succ ( v ) ni ≥ n s

(36)

The conditioning of gain v is expressed by constraint (37),
where pcw(v) is the scaling of the coefficient associated to v.
(37)

(27)

(28)

The noise Ev introduced by a fork v is expressed by
constraints (29)-(32), which come from applying DeMorgan’s
theorem to (3) and linearizing the disjunction obtained. Binary
variables η and ε are introduced. These constraints are
repeated for each possible ordering σ of the outputs of a fork.

...

)

w−1
 −2n
 w
−2 n
Ev − 22 pi ∑ L22  ∑ Hσ (h )  2 σ ( r+1) − 2 σ ( r )
r =1

 h=r +1
w
q

 −2n
− 22 pi L22  ∑ Hσ (h )  2 σ (1) − 2−2 ni
 h=1

w−1

 w
≥ −ηvσ 22( pi −1) ∑ L22  ∑ Hσ (h ) 
r =0

 h=r +1

noq = ni + cw − pi − p cw (v) + p o

=1

nσ (1) − nσ (2 ) < ε vσ (1),σ (2 ) nˆσ (1)

(

(30)

(21)

Ar + k1 (mv − β v − 2) ≥ (1 − δ a 4 )k1 mv − βˆv − 2

∑E

nσ ( w−1) − nσ ( w) < ε vσ (w−1),σ ( w)nˆσ ( w−1)

(29)

Finally, (38) indicates that signals must be truncated to a
word-length smaller than or equal to its prequantization wordlength.

∀s ∈ S : ∃( n s , n sq ), n s ≤ n sq

(38)

F. Bounds on word-length of variables
Bounds on word-lengths are estimated using an adaptation
of the procedure presented in [6]: i) use an heuristic algorithm
to allocate word-lengths and calculate the area A due to gains;
ii) assign to each gain input the word-length that makes its area

be as big as A; iii) set all gain inputs to the maximum wordlength of all gain inputs; and iv) condition the graph.
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IV. RESULTS
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An MILP solver [14] was used to find the optimal solutions
for a set of FIR filters with 6-bit inputs and 4-bit coefficients: a
2nd order low-pass filter (LP2), a 4th order low-pass filter (LP4)
and a 2nd order high-pass filter (HP4). Two latencies were
used: a latency LMIN which was the minimum latency that
allowed resource sharing, and a latency LMAX which was the
minimum latency that allowed maximum resource sharing. For
each latency conditions two solutions were computed, one for
the sequential approach, where the error constrained problem
was solved first and its solution was fed to the latency
constrained problem, and another for the combined approach.
The comparison results are in table 1 in terms of percentage of
area reduction comparing the combined approach to the
sequential approach. The area savings range from 0% to
17.7%. The area savings are due to an optimal exploration of
the dependencies between word-lengths, resources and error
variance. For instance, the LP2 filter requires only one
multiplier, and the sequential approach assigns world-lengths
of 1 and 4 bits to the gain inputs bound to it for an error bound
of 1e-1, while the combined approach assigns a uniform wordlength of 2 bits. Thus, the area of the multiplier is significantly
reduced and the additional noise is compensated by increasing
slightly the word-lengths of signals related to adders and
registers. The total area is reduced. For an error bound of 1e-2
the sequential solution assigns world-lengths of 1 and 4 bits to
the gains bound to the multiplier, while the combined solution
assigns a uniform word-length of 4 bits. Thus, the area of the
multiplier is not reduced but the noise is decreased allowing to
reduce the precision of signals related to adders and registers
with the consequent area saving.
Fig. 4 depicts the trade-off curves of the area in logic cells
versus the error variance for cases LP2 and HP4. The graphs
yield that the combined approach always produces results
equal to or better than those of the sequential approach.
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non-linear systems [15].
Results show the advantage produced by the combined use
of these well-known design tasks. Area savings up to 17% are
reported.
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